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It is proved that whenever an isolated compact invariant set (or equilibrium
point) M is unstable for a certain value *0 of a parameter * and stable for values
of * close to *0 , M undergoes a bifurcation at *0 . The setting is a locally asymp-
totically compact family of semidynamical systems on a metric space.  1998
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The general topic of the present paper is the question of under what
conditions a change in the stability behaviour of a fixed equilibrium point
or invariant set M under a change of a parameter implies a bifuraction of
M in the sense of a splitting into several invariant sets. This line of research
was initiated, in its general form, by Marchetti, Negrini, Salvadori and
Scalia with the paper [5]. There it was proved that if for a family of
dynamical systems, depending on a parameter *, an invariant set M is
asymptotically stable for a certain value *0 of *, and completely unstable
for nearby values, then a bifurcation of M takes place at *0 . The first of
these two properties will be called hereafter extracritical loss of stability
[or postcritical in the case of a single (real-valued) parameter]. This result
extends the well-known Poincare AndronovHopf bifurcation to the case
where the stability behaviour is not determined by the eigenvalues of the
linear part of the system. (We recall that when the real parts of a pair of
conjugate complex eigenvalues change sign while the real parts of all other
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to the two-dimensional centre manifold on which the change of stability
takes place.) In what follows, we will refer to the class of bifurcations
considered in [5] as ASCI (asymptotic stabilitycomplete instability)
bifurcations. In the paper [7] by the present authors, the requirement of
[5] that M be completely unstable was weakened, and the theory was
extended to the case of semidynamical systems, dropping the requirement
of local compactness of the state space and assuming instead that the
systems be asymptotically compact.
In the theory developed in [5] and [7], the fundamental underlying
principle was that of persistence of asymptotic stability under perturbations,
a consequence of which is the relation between extracritical loss of stability
(defined above) and bifurcation.
Another way in which the ASCI bifurcations can be generalized is by
inverting the time scale and relaxing the resulting condition of complete
instability for the critical value *0 to simple instability. In other words, if
for some value *0 , the set M (which we assume invariant for all *) is
unstable, while for certain values * accumulating at *0 it is stable, does
there occur a bifurcation of M at *0? A first approach to this problem,
concerning a special case, was given in [1]. The bifurcations arising in this
way will be called IS (instabilitystability) bifurcations.
The principal case to be considered is the one where M is isolated from
closed invariant sets for *=*0 , and for this value, M is unstable but not
completely unstable (repeller). This is the case of a saddle set. The question
of a bifurcation arising from such a set was addressed in the recent paper
[3], using as the main tool the topological method of Waz* ewski. The most
typical phenomenon encountered is the splitting of a saddle point into two,
while an attractor (stable node or focus) replaces the original saddle.
Just as in the case of the ASCI bifurcations (and their generalization in
[7]), the fundamental underlying principle was the persistence property of
asymptotic stability, in the present case the underlying principle is another
persistence property, namely the persistence of instability. By this we mean
that the extent of instability of M, measured by its positive prolongation
(in the sense of Ura), cannot decrease discontinuously, though it can
increase discontinuously. (From a practical point of view, a set is unstable
if a small neighborhood has this property.) These statements will be made
precise in Subsection 2.3.
Our main result states that if an extracritical ‘‘gain of stability’’ occurs in
the sense of instability changing into stability when a certain critical
parameter value *0 is passed, then a bifurcation takes place which may be
of one of two kinds:
v extracritical, i.e., M splits into more than one invariant set as the
parameter value *0 is passed, or
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v critical (also called vertical ) in the sense that for *0 the invariant
sets accumulate at M. (If they adhere to M in the form of homoclinic
orbits, we speak of a weakcritical bifurcation.)
The most elementary example of an IS bifurcation is the ‘‘saddle-node’’
bifurcation given by the equations x* =&x(*&x2), y* =&y. For *=0, the
origin is a saddle point, and for *>0 it is asymptotically stable; the saddle
existing for *=0 splits into two saddle points situated at x\- * for
positive values of *. This is a prototype of an extracritical IS bifurcaton.
As a simple example of a change of stability resulting in a critical (or
vertical) bifurcation we mention the family of linear systems
x* = y, y* =&*(x+ y) (*0).
For *>0, the origin is a stable node; for *=0, it is unstable, and all points
with y=0 are rest points. The origin undergoes a critical bifurcation at
*=0.
The hypotheses under which our results hold are very general: The
systems may be dynamical or semidynamical, defined on a metric space,
and only subject to a local asymptotic compactness condition, a property
shared by important classes of evolution equations (see [4]), and redundant
if the state space is locally compact.
The method of proof is based on the existence of certain ‘‘contact orbits’’
(‘‘topologically tangent’’ to the boundary of a neighborhood) the existence
of which is proved by an argument similar to the one used by Waz* ewski
in his ‘‘topological method.’’
2. PERSISTENCE OF INSTABILITY
2.1. Notations
A continuous family F4 of transformation (semi-)groups acting on a
metric space X is defined as
F # C(X_T_4, X ),
where T is the time scale, either R (dynamical system) or R+ (semidynami-
cal system), and 4 is a metric space, the parameter space. The metric on X
will be denoted by d.
For fixed *, we denote by F* the restriction of F to the subspace
X_T_[*]. For dynamical (semidynamical) systems, it represents a
continuous group (semigroup) of transformations acting on the space X.
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To each triplet (x, t, *) we associate the truncated *-orbit
Ft, *(x)=[F t$(x) | t$t].
In particular, the positive *-semiorbit starting at x will be denoted by
#+* (x) :=F0, *(x),
and the corresponding limit set by L+* (x).
The closure of a set A will be denoted by A and its boundary by A.
The distance between two sets A, B is denoted by d(A, B) and the
=-neighborhood of A by B(A, =).
The neighborhood filters of a point x, resp. set M in X are denoted by
Vx , VM ,
and the neighborhood filter of *0 # 4 by N*0 .
Definition 2.1. The (semi-) group F T (T=R or R+) is locally
asymptotically compact1 (abbreviated LAC) on the set A/X if for every
pair of sequences xN/X, tN/T, such that tn  + and [F [0, tn](xn)]n # N
/A, the sequence [F tn(xn)]n # N is relatively compact. (If A is relatively
compact, the condition is automatically satisfied.)
2.2. Instability
We consider a continuous (semi-) group of transformations [or (semi-)
dynamical system] F T (T=R or R+) acting on a complete metric space X.
Definition 2.2. Assuming M=M /X, we define the set
I(M )=[ y # X"M | _xN/X, yN/X
such that xn  M, yn  y, yn # #+(xn)].
Proposition 2.3. If M is compact, positively invariant and unstable
under F T, which is LAC on a neighborhood of M, then I(M ) is nonempty.
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1 If A is bounded, the property is implied by the well-known concept of asymptotic com-
pactness, meaning that for any bounded sequence xN and every sequence tN such that
tn  +, the sequence [Ftn(xn)]n # N is relatively compact. This property is also called
asymptotic smoothness. (See [4], where also examples from partial differential equations are
given; if the space has the BolzanoWeierstrass property, the condition automatically holds
on bounded sets.)
Proof. The proof is the same as in the case of a dynamical system in a
locally compact metric space ([2]) with the only difference that the LAC
property is used instead of compactness of a neighborhood of M.
Since stability of M obviously implies I(M )=<, it follows that this
condition is necessary and sufficient for stability, just as in in case of a
dynamical system in a locally compact space.
2.3. Persistence
We now consider a continuous family of semigroups [F* | * # 4], in
short F4 , acting on X.
Proposition 2.4 [Persistence Principle for Instability]. Let M be a
compact, positively invariant set which is unstable for *=*0 , and assume
y # I*0(M ), where the subscript refers to the system F*0 . Then,
(\U # VM , \V # Vy)(_N # N*0) such that (\* # N ) #
+
* (U ) & V{<.
Proof. The assumption y # I*0(M ) implies (\U # VM , \V # Vy) (_x # U,
_t0) such that F t*0(x) # V. Supposing V open, and taking * sufficiently
close to *0 , continuity with respect to the parameter yields F t*(x)/V. This
proves the proposition.
Remark 2.5. The condition of Proposition 2.4 may also be phrased as
follows:
There exists a mapping u : 4  VM , such that, denoting u(*) by U* ,
U*  M as *  *0 and the mapping *  I*(U*) is lower semicontinuous
at *0 .
In this sense, and considering that instability of a small neighborhood
has practically the same effect as instability of the set itself, one can roughly
say that a small change of a parameter cannot diminish the extent of
instability (measured by the set I ).
On the other hand, it is pertinent to point out that the mapping
*  I*(U*) is not upper semicontinuous, as the example of the family of
differential equations
x* =x2[(x&1)2+*]
shows if we take M=[0], 4=R. Here I0(M )=(0, 1], I*(M )=(0, )
(*>0), which clearly fails to be upper semicontinuous from the right at
*=0. The set I*(M ) ‘‘explodes’’ as * surpasses the value 0.
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3. GAIN OF STABILITY AND BIFURCATIONS
We again consider a continuous family of (semi-) groups, F4 , acting on
a metric space X. It will always be assumed that there exists a compact set
M which is *-invariant for all * # 4.
3.1. The Case of a Family of Dynamical Systems in a Locally
Compact Metric Space
Throughout this section, we will consider a family F4 of dynamical
systems F* in a locally compact metric space X.
Definition 3.1. The compact invariant set M undergoes an extracriti-
cal bifurcation at *0 # 4 if, for any pair of neighborhoods, U # VM and
N # N*0 , there exists a * # N, *{*0 , and a compact *-invariant set M* such
that M* & M=< and <{M*/U.If for *=*0 every neighborhood of
M contains a compact invariant set M$ disjoint from M, we say that a criti-
cal bifurcation (also called vertical bifurcation) of M occurs at *0 . If the
same thing happens, except that only M$/3 M is assumed, instead of
M$ & M=<, we speak of a weak critical bifurcation.
If the sets M* exist for all * in a certain set 4$/4 such that *0  4$, but
*0 # 4 $, we say the bifurcation of M takes place for * # 4$.
(If * is a real variable, this type of bifurcation is usually called supercritical
or ultracritical, provided the sets M* appear for *>*0 .)
Theorem 3.2. Let F4 be a continuous family of dynamical systems on a
locally compact metric space X and let M be a compact set which is invariant
for each of the systems F* , */4, and suppose the following conditions are
satisfied:
(i) M is unstable for *0 # 4.
(ii) M is stable for all * of a certain set 4$/4, such that *0  4$,
*0 # 4 $.
(iii) M is connected and every neighborhood of M contains a connected
neighborhood of M.
Then M undergoes a bifurcation at *0 which may be either extracritical for
* # 4$ or (possibly weakly) critical.
Proof. We first observe that no loss of generality results from replacing
‘‘*-stable’’ by ‘‘*-asymptotically stable’’ in condition (ii). Indeed, suppose M
is *-stable but not *-asymptotically stable. Then, for any given
neighborhood U of M, there exists a neighborhoood V of M such that
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#+* (V )/U. We may assume U compact. For any x # V, L
+
* (x){<, and
by appropriate choice of x, we may assume L+* (x)/3 M. This actually
implies L+* (x) & M=<, because of *-stability of M. Hence L
+
* (x) is a
compact *-invariant set contained in U"M. Since U and * may be chosen
so as to be contained in any given neighborhoods of M and *0 , respec-
tively, L+* (x) satisfies the conditions for the set M* of Definition 3.1.
In what follows, we may therefore assume, without loss of generality,
that M be asymptotically stable for all * # 4$.
We choose a point y # I*0(M ) [which exists because of hypothesis (i),
and Proposition 2.3]. Using condition (iii), we select an open connected
neighborhood U of M, not containing y in its closure. The space being
locally compact, we may assume U to be compact. Let W be a neighbor-
hood of y such that
U & W=<. (1)
We now choose neighborhoods U of M and N of *0 , in accordance with
Proposition 2.4, such that U /U and
#+* (U ) & W{< (\* # N ). (2)
Let * # N & 4$. (*{*0 , because *0  4$.)
Then, M being *-stable, we may choose an open neighborhood V* of M
such that
#+* (V*)/U. (3)
Next, we define for every * two subsets of U as follows:
U I* :=[x # U | #
+
* (x)/U],
U E* :=[x # U | #
+
* (x)/3 U ].
Obviously,





because, owing to (3), V*/U I* , and obviously, V* & U {<; finally,
U E* {<, (6)
as a consequence of (1) and (2).
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If no extracritical bifurcation of M takes place at *0 , there exist
neighborhoods N$ # N*0 and U$ # VM such that any compact *-invariant set
contained in U$, with * # N$"[*0], intersects M. Without loss of generality
we may assume N$#N and U$#U .
Our next step is to prove that all U I* and U
E
* (* # N, *{*0) are open.
For U E* , this is an immediate consequence of the continuity of the maps
F t. As far as U I* is concerned, let x # U
I
* , intersected with the region of
*-attraction of M. Since #+* (x)/U, and U is relatively compact, L
+
* (x) is
a nonempty, compact, *-invariant subset of U . As a consequence of what
was said in the preceding paragraph, L+* (x) intersects M. We choose two
constants =>0 and $>0 such that d(B(M, =), U )>0 and #+* (B(M, $))/
B(M, =) [using the fact that M is *-stable]. Then we can find t$>0 such
that F t$* (x)/B(M, $), hence Ft$, *(x)/B(M, =), which has a positive
distance from U. The arc F* [0, t$](x), on the other hand, being a compact
subset of U, also has a positive distance from U, and so the same can be
said with respect to #+* (x). By choosing a sufficiently small neighborhood
V of x, we have F t$* (V )/B(M, $), and therefore Ft$, *(V )/B(M, =), and
d(F* [0, t$](V ), U )>0. This yields V/U I* , hence openness of U
I
* .
Both sets U I* and U
E
* being nonempty, disjoint [(4)(6)], open subsets
of U , their union cannot be equal to the whole set U , which by hypothesis
(iii) can be assumed to be connected. This proves the existence of a third




* , being disjoint from both.
Moreover, U c* consists of points x the positive *-semiorbits #
+
* (x) of which
are neither contained in U nor penetrate the complement of U , but rather
make contact with the boundary U of U at one or more points withouth
crossing, for which reason we call them contact orbits with respect to U.
We will associate with every * # 4$ a point x* # U c* . Then #
+
* (x*)/U ,
and there exists a t*>0 such that F t** (x*) # U. If there are more than one
such values t* , we choose the smallest (which obviously exists for reasons
of continuity of the group F T* ). We denote the point F
t*
* (x*) by y* .
Now we take a fundamental system of connected neighborhoods Un of
M, and a corresponding sequence of neighborhoods Nn of *0 such that (2)
holds for *=*n # Nn and U =Un . Just as before in the case of U and N, we
prove the existence of non-empty sets
U cn :=[x # Un | #
+
*n (x)/U , but /3 U].
For each n, we choose a point xn # U cn and denote by tn(>0) and yn the
number and point with the properties
F tn*n # U, F
[0, tn)
*n (xn) # U.
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From compactness and invariance of M, and from the continuity of F
with respect to its three variables, it follows that tn  +. Now compact-
ness of U implies the convergence of the sequence yN (after passing, if
necessary, to a subsequence) to some point y* on U.
We show that the orbit #*0( y*) lies in U . To this end, we observe that
it cannot contain any point F t$*0( y*) outside of U , because in the opposite
case, owing to the continuity of F, some of the points F t$+tn*n (xn) would
also lie outside of U contrary to the assumption xn # U cn . We have thus
constructed a *0 -orbit the closure of which is contained in U but disjoint
from M. Since U can be chosen arbitrarly small, we have proved the
presence of a (possibly weak) critical bifurcation in the absence of an
extracritical one. More precisely, two cases may occur:
1. Either one or both limit sets of the orbit #*0( y*) are situated
outside of M. Then there is a critical bifurcation in the strict sense, or
2. both limit sets of said orbit are subsets of M (homoclinic orbit). In
this case the critical bifurcation is of the weak kind. The second example
of the introduction is of the first kind.
3.2. The Case of a Locally Asymptotically Compact Family of
Dynamical Systems on a Metric Space
We consider a continuous family F4 of dynamical systems defined on a
metric space X.
Definition 3.3. A family F4 is locally asymptotically compact (LAC)
on the set A/X and at the value *0 of * if for any triplet of sequences
[xn], [tn], [*n] such that tn  +, *n  *0 , and F [0, tn]*n (xn) # A for all
n # N, the sequence [F tn*n(xn)]n # N is relatively compact.
Theorem 3.4. Let F4 be a continuous LAC family of dynamical systems
on a metric space X and let M/X be a compact set which is invariant for
each of the systems F* , * # 4. Suppose the conditions (i) through (iii) of
Theorem 3.2 are satisfied as well as the following:
(iv) The family F4 is locally asymptotically compact on some
neighborhood U of M. Then the conclusion is the same as the one of Theorem
3.2.
The proof is essentially the same as in the preceding theorem, with the
only difference that the LAC property on U is used instead of relative
compactness of the neighborhood U.
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3.3. The Case of a Family of Semidynamical Systems
In this section F4 denotes a continuous LAC family of semidynamical
systems on a metric space X. As a general reference for semidynamical
systems in abstract spaces we mention [6]. The definition of LAC is the
same for families of dynamical and semidynamical systems.
Definition 3.5. A subset S of X is called invariant with respect to a
semidynamical system F* if both S and its complement are positively
*-invariant.
Definition 3.6. A compact set M/X which is *-invariant for all * # 4
is said to undergo an extracritical bifurcation at *0 # 4 for a family of semi-
dynamical systems, if for any pair of neighborhoods U of M and N of *0
there exists a * # N, *{*0 , and a positive *-semiorbit the closure of which
is contained in U"M. We say that a weak critical bifurcation of M occurs
at *0 if every neighborhood U of M contains a maximal *0-orbit #*0 disjoint
from M. If the closure of #*0 of some such orbit is disjoint from M, we say
that the bifurcation is critical.
Theorem 3.7. Under the hypotheses of theorem 3.4, F4 now being a con-
tinuous LAC family of semidynamical systems on X, the conclusion of
Theorem 3.2 holds unchanged.
The proof of this Theorem is not essentially different from the one of
Theorem 3.2, with the minor ajustments required by the change from local
compactness of X to the LAC property of the family F4 . Apart from these,
we now replace the property of invariance by positive invariance for all sets
except M, which is assumed invariant. Assuming again that no extracritical
bifurcation occurs, we construct, as before, but with the modifications
stated, for every connected neighborhood U of M, a point y* on the
boundary of U which is the limit of a sequence of positive *n-semiorbits




lie in U . Because of Zorn’s lemma, there exists a maximal *0 -orbit through
y*. In particular, it is easy to construct a principal *0 -orbit #**0 throught y*
(i.e., one defined for all t # R) which is the limit of the semiorbits #+*n (xn).
Then, by the same argument as before it is proved that #* is contained in
U but not in U, hence disjoint from M (which is invariant), and there-
fore satisfying the conditions specified in the definition of weak critical
bifurcation.
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4. EXAMPLES
4.1. SaddleFocus Bifurcation
We consider the family of systems
x* =*y&x3, y* =&*x&*y+ y3.
For *=0, the origin is a saddle point, hence isolated from compact
invariant sets. For *>0, the origin is, locally, a stable focus. Then it
follows from Theorem 3.2 that the origin undergoes a postcritical bifurca-
tion at *=0.
4.2. Unilaterally Coupled Systems
Given the systems
x* = f (x)+ g(x, y)
y* =h( y, *)
(4.1.1)
(4.1.2)= (4.1)
where x and y vary in respective Banach spaces X and Y. We denote the
origins of the spaces X, Y, and Z :=X_Y by ox , oy , and oz , respectively,
and assume that (4.1) defines a (semi-) dynamical system on the space
Z_T :=X_Y_T, T being R or R+, for every *. Moreover, we make the
following assumptions:
1. f (ox)=ox ;
2. the origin of the reduced system
x* = f (x) (4.1.1$)
is uniformly asymptotically stable;
3. g(x, oy)#oy ;
4. h(oy , *)#oy ;
5. the origin of the subsystem (4.1.2) is completely unstable for *=*0
and uniformly stable for all *>*0 .
6. the family (4.1) is LAC on some neighborhood of oz .
Then the origin oz of the whole system (4.1) undergoes a postcritical (i.e.,
for *>*0) bifurcation at *0 .
The proof consists of the following steps:
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(i) The origin of system (4.1) is unstable for *=*0 , and it is
isolated from compact invariant sets (because of condition 5);
(ii) the subspace X is invariant, the reduction of (4.1.1) to X being
(4.1.1$) (because of conditions 3 and 4).
(iii) The equilibrium point oz is uniformly stable for *>*0 . This
follows from the general reduction principle (see for instance, [8],
Corollary 3.5), using conditions 2 and 5, and conclusion (ii).
(iv) Now the existence of the bifurcation follows from Theorem 3.7,
using condition 6 and the conclusions (i) and (iii).
Let M$*, Y be the compact positively invariant sets splitting off from the
origin in subsystem (4.1.2). Then the product sets C*=M$*, Y_X are
obviously positively invariant [because the orbits of (4.1) project onto
those of (4.1.2)]. On the other hand, the corresponding sets M* of system
(4.1) necessarily project onto the sets M$*, Y and therefore lie on the sets C* .
4.2.1.
As a more concrete case of the foregoing example we consider the pair
of coupled oscillators, one of them depending on a parameter *,
x +x* +x= g(x, y),
y + y* (*& y* 2)+ y=0,
and assume that the coupling term . vanishes for y=0 and is otherwise
arbitrary, except that global existence and uniqueness of solutions are
guaranteed. We rewrite this system in the form of the equivalent system of
first order equations:
x* 1=x2 ,
x* 2=&x1&x2+ g(x1 , y1),
y* 1= y2 ,
y* 2=&y1& y2(*& y22)
= (4.2.1)
= (4.2.2)= . (4.2)
The conditions 16. are obviously satisfied, and so the conclusions also
hold.
One can say, more specifically, that the subsystem (4.2.2) presents the
case of a Hopf bifurcation, and therefore exhibits, for every value of *>0,
an unstable limit cycle 1* . This gives rise to a three-dimensional invariant
‘‘tube’’ T*=1*_R2 in the four-dimensional space X_Y, where X and Y
are the spaces of the coordinates (x1 , x2) and ( y1 , y2), respectively. Since
the space Y is not invariant, we do not know what the orbits on the sets
T* are like. But from the general case we know that any neighborhood U
of the origin contains, for * arbitrarily small, invariant sets on T* & U.
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4.2.2.
An example of a semigroup on an infinite dimensional space is furnished
by the same system, but with a delay in the interaction described by the
function ., system (4.2) thus becoming
x* 1(t)=x2(t)
x* 2(t)=&x1(t)&x2(t)+ g(x1(t), y1(t&r))
y* 1(t)= y2(t),
y* 2(t)=&y1(t)& y2(t)(*& y22(t)). = (4.2r)
Here r is a positive constant and we assume that g is such that global
existence and uniqueness (in the forward sense) of solutions are guaran-
teed. This system defines a continuous semigroup (or semidynamical
system) on the space Z =C([&r, 0], R4) in the following sense: given an
initial function . # Z , let z( } ) be the corresponding solution of (4.2r). Then
we denote by zt the function defined by
zt(%)=z(t+%), % # [&r, 0],
and we define the transformation semigroup F R+ by
F t$(zt)=zt+t$ (t$ # R+).
In particular, z0=..
We will denote the points of the space Z by z~ , and the origin of Z (the
function identically zero) by o~ , and write Z as the product Z =X _Y ,
where each of the spaces X and Y is a replica of C([&r, 0], R2), their
elements being denoted by x~ and y~ , respectively. On the three spaces we
introduce the norms
&z~ &=sup[ |z~ (%)| : % # [&r, 0]],
&x~ & and &y~ & analogously.
The last two equations of (4.2r) define an independent family of semi-
dynamical systems on the space Y (actually, dynamical systems, but that,
in the present context, is irrelevant). The first two equations form a non-
autonomous semidynamical system on X , the last term being of the form
8(x1(t), t), where 8 is defined for t&r, and its explicit dependence on t
is determined by the system defined on Y .
In order to incorporate this case into the general one of Example 4.2, we
first observe that the origin o~ z of the space Z is a rest point of any of
the systems F* (i.e., positively *-invariant), as can be seen directly from the
equations, considering that g( } , 0)=0.
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The validity of conditions 15 of Example 4.2 is immediate and the
existence of a postcritical bifurcation follows.
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